
V O G U E  K I T C H E N S

Creating Luxury Kitchens Since 1998



Managing Director 
Jo@VogueKitchens.co.uk 

Vogue Kitchens is an award-winning family-run kitchen design business based in 
London. With over forty years experience in the kitchen industry, Jo & Sharan 
have a passion for kitchen & interior design. Working with high profile clients, 
to everyday family homes. Their biggest talent is in creating luxury spaces that 
connect with their clients.  

We work with you to create your ideal kitchen whether you are an architect 
interested in a kitchen for a project or an individual looking to improve your 
apartment or house. We specialise in combining interesting architectural 
features, clever spatial design and confident colour & texture. We create layouts 
to harmonise your kitchen with your living space, to make it the absolute heart of 
your home.  
 
When you visit our luxury kitchen showrooms based in Ealing and Northwood,  
you will find beautiful working kitchen displays by premium German furniture 
brand, Leicht and Italian furniture brand, Cesar.
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You are invited in to our showroom to sit with your personal 
designer to discuss all of your requirements. This allows us to 
understand the lifestyle and space you are wanting to achieve.  
After this initial consultation we will invite you to another  
appointment for the exciting bit, the design presentation.

From your consultation, your designer will produce a full design 
and quotation package for you. Your kitchen design will be  
presented to you in the showroom where you will be shown 
around your kitchen in a 3D walk through, high quality renders 
and a series of drawings.  
 
Once we are appointed, your designer will work with you until 
you are satisfied with all the design elements required to create 
your perfect kitchen.

The last step of the process is placing the order with us. Once 
you commission us for your project an order is generated.  
We will come to the site and take a detailed survey to produce 
service drawings for you indicating where the various services 
need to be.  
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Your kitchen will then be delivered and installed. Throughout 
the whole process we will be there to answer any queries you 
may have.

Step 1:  
CONSULTATION

Step 2:  
PRESENTATION

Step 3:  
ordered PLACED

Step 4:  
INSTALLATION

About us



Our Northwood kitchen showroom features three large displays with luxury German 
& Italian furniture brands Leicht and Cesar Kitchens.  Explore our showroom and 
discover the range of door colours, materials, worktop finishes and appliances.  
 
Our kitchen displays also feature stunning overhead pendant lighting which can be 
designed and purchased for your project. 
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Our Ealing showroom is a family and pet friendly space with over five beautiful 
displays, stunning overhead pendant lighting by Tom Dixon and two relaxed 
presentation spaces. Every display has different style doors and textures, including 
concrete, wood veneer, glass, glossy lacquer, matt, classic shaker and many more.

Explore our Ealing kitchen showroom and discover the range of door colours, materials, 
worktop finishes and appliances. 
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Our Leicht Kitchen ranges consist of modern and traditional styles. Designed in harmony 
with your lifestyle and the surrounding architecture. Timeless in colour and design, 
sophisticated in material and equipment, consistent in quality and function. 

L E I C H T  B Y  V O G U E  k i t c h e n s
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We are thrilled to share that we have been awarded the LEICHT Küchen 
Global Kitchen Design award for four years. The 25-person jury from areas 
of design, architecture and media chose Vogue Kitchens as winners from a 
large selection of global projects for outstanding kitchen design for our clients.
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Our Leicht Kitchens are made to look stunning from the outside and functionally beautiful 
inside. We have a range of premium interior fitments available to choose from, taking your 
kitchen storage to another level. Take a look at our most popular fitments below. 

L E I C H T  B Y  V O G U E  k i t c h e n s

Drawer organisers

drawer Pan storage

Premium cutlery trays

open wall shelvingCladded Wall shelving

LeMans storage

Swing storage centre

VERO shelvingUtility units

pull out unit storagepocket door bar system

Cookware centre
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Cesar Kitchens are designed with the well-being of the individual in mind.  
Kitchens born out of creative intuition and built with innovative and beautiful 
materials. Cesar’s craftsmanship, experience and care for the smallest details,  
make each Cesar piece unique and exclusive.

c e s a r  B Y  V O G U E  k i t c h e n s
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c e s a r  B Y  V O G U E  k i t c h e n s

 
Cesar Kitchens are designed with the well-being of the individual in mind.  
Kitchens born out of creative intuition and built with innovative and beautiful 
materials. Cesar’s craftsmanship, experience and care for the smallest details,  
make each Cesar piece unique and exclusive.
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For the best possible space hacks, Cesar offers a wide range of high-quality, extremely 
technological, interior accessories. Everything is organised in an effective, tidy and 
immediately retrievable way. The Cesar Kitchen interior solutions make your kitchen 
more comfortable, more functional and suited to your lifestyle.  

premium cutlery trays

drawer Pan storage

MODULES

organisation systemAcross light bar

Smoked glass door with fabric

c e s a r  B Y  V O G U E  k i t c h e n s

Hidden walk-in pantry

wood storage insertsDrawer organisers

pull out Larder systemwall waiter

 tall retracting doors unit
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Taking into account changes in lifestyle, and to ensure consistent design across the entire 
home, Cesar offers a series of solutions that connect the kitchen with the living and dining 
areas. Our interiors vision encourages sociability and plays with shape, space, and scale. 
Innovative open cabinets, bookshelves, tables, and counter-tops take on different roles 
throughout the home.

c e s a r  B Y  V O G U E  k i t c h e n s

The 50 ’ s
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Our Vogue Collection is design with classic painted in-frame kitchens with a timeless 
quintessentially British feel. With 30 colours to choose from and crafted with meticulous 
attention to detail, this beautiful collection of kitchen furniture introduces a classic 
aesthetic whilst meeting the demands of twenty-first-century living.

V o g u e  C o l l e c t i o n  B Y  V O G U E  k i t c h e n s
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Behind each door there is a place for everything, thanks to some very clever storage ideas. 
Choose from simple cupboards to plentiful pull-outs, pantries, drawers with customised 
partitions, bookshelves and curved options. 

lemans storage wooden storage inserts

V o g u e  C o l l e c t i o n  B Y  V O G U E  k i t c h e n s

Vogue Collection

 The Traditional Pantry

Hidden walk-in pantry

breakfast unit

Island Book Shelf

chopping board housing



We partner with a range of luxury worktop and appliance brands. At Vogue Kitchens  
we design complete kitchens and we complement your kitchen design by recommending 
the most fashionable quality kitchen appliances, sinks, taps and worktop brands.  
Visit our showrooms to explore all the possibilities for your kitchen.

A p p l i a n c e s  B Y  V O G U E  k i t c h e n s

Gaggenau

SubzeRo

Miele

borasiemens

wolf

Appliances

novy

LIEBHERR

barazza

ELICAFALMEC

FISHER & PAYKEL

NeffBOSCH



We partner with a range of luxury worktop and appliance brands. At Vogue Kitchens we 
design complete kitchens and we complement your kitchen design by recommending the 
most fashionable quality kitchen appliances, sinks, taps and worktop brands.  
Visit our showrooms to explore all the possibilities for your kitchen.

S i n k s  |  T a p s  |  W o r k t o p s   B Y  V O G U E  k i t c h e n s

quooker

franke

Blanco

perrin and rowe

Buster & punch

Sinks | Taps | Worktops

Dekton

sensa

Silestone

quartzformsneolith

caesarstone

spekvacorian1810



Configured with you in mind, each design is available in a curated collection of states with 
customisable elements allowing for the possibilities to be endless. All of the products are 
machined from solid raw materials in-house in the UK, using the latest manufacturing 
technology. Envisioned by architects. Designed by engineers. Built by hand. Visit our 
Northwood showroom to explore the Ball & Hoop, Sabre and Motion on display. 

l i g h t i n g  B Y  V O G U E  k i t c h e n s

Ball & Hoop

Branch

Pill

motionlight pipe

sabre

Lighting
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“Vogue Kitchens designed & installed our 
dream kitchen! We took on the challenge  
of doing our renovation  during the peak  
of Covid and Vogue made it the most 
smooth sailing experience. We are so 
thankful, more than we could put into 
words. They understood what we wanted 
to achieve and they truly recommend what 
would work for us. Our whole experience 
with Vogue Kitchens was 10/10 from the 
first time we met the team. Thank you  
for giving us our dream kitchen.”
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Project Berkshire.
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“Vogue have delivered a true heart of the home for us.  
From the initial consultation and  design process,  

to the surveys, changes along the way and installation.  
The entire team at Vogue have maintained the highest 

level of expertise to help me achieve a functional, practical 
and truly stunning kitchen. They think of everything  and 

know their product very well, taking great personal  
interest in the end result. I absolutely love this room and 
cannot recommend the team at Vogue highly enough.”
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Project Ealing.
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“I have nothing but praise for the entire Vogue team who 
helped us create our dream kitchen. From the first step 
of the design process to the final installation they were a 
joy to work with. Their high quality imagery enabled us 
to visualise our kitchen and fine-tune details with them. 
They advised on all the practical elements which make a 
kitchen not only look good but function efficiently. All in 

all, they turned a stressful process into a lot of fun.”
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Project Hammersmith.
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“This is my second kitchen from Vogue. My first went into a flat over ten years ago that is now rented, 
it’s still looking good and it’s stood the test of time. The units are still solid as a rock.  Our second 

kitchen has gone into our house with beautiful worktops, easy to use and functioning cabinets and the 
pocket door cabinet were worth the spend. My favourite part of the kitchen is the wall cabinets above 
the sink with doors that go up, instead of opening outwards and not knock me in the face! It makes 
so much more sense! We’re very pleased with the service and the on going after-sales support with 

ordering oddities for the kitchen that we realised would be useful months down the line.”
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Showrooms 

10 Argyle Road
Ealing, London,

W13 8AB

11 Clive Parade
50 Green Lane

Northwood, London
HA6 2QF

020 8997 5400

info@voguekitchens.co.uk
www.voguekitchens.co.uk

FoLLOW US: 
@VOGUEKITCHENS


